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Abstract.Topographic and cadastral applicative studies concerning the detachment of some land surfaces 




The parceling of field consists both in the point materialization, which defines the proposed contour 
and in the putting the new owner into possession. 
 
Detaching or parceling a land surface presumes its division in two or more equal lots or of different 
areas. 
After the identification in the records of the lots and crossing the indicated limits by the owners and 
residents the next stages will be performed concerning the detaching of some land surface. 
- mapping of the land, rigorous topographical measurements and realizing the situation plan, 
which will include the detailed neighborhoods from the area and the coordinates of the points 
which will define its limits; 
- designing the parcellaire in accordance with the owners’ regards and with the principles and 
general norms in force; 
- analytical calculus of the designed surface using rectangular plan coordinates; 
- application of the parcellaire on the land by materialization of the points which define the 
proposed contour, which includes also putting the new owners into possession. 
 
In the sequence we shall propose two numerical exemplifications of detaching both in what regards 
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